Instructions for use VDA4913 error report
In the section below the header you can find the supplier number of the received ASN data, the transmission date, and consignment
reference number of the transmission, all sent works and the overall status of the message. If the status reads REJECTED, it was not
possible to process the shipment and forward it to the following systems. Please send the ASN again after you have corrected it. If the
status reads ACCEPTED WITH ERRORS, the ASN has been processed and corrected when entering it. Please do not send a new data
record.

The following tables only list the data records which contained errors. If only the version number of the data record is another one than
expected, this information will only be stated in the error statistics at the end of the error report.
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The record number with a note about optional or mandatory record and the number of repetitions can be found above the tables which
list each individual field of the data record.
The entire sent data record is displayed as a printout below.
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Number of the data record in the file (here with example 3 as a reference. Data record after 711 and 712)
Position (number of the data element in the record)
Name of the data element
M=mandatory element, K=Kann-Element (optional element) according to VW message guide
N=numeric and A= alphanumeric data element according to VW message guide
Length of the field
Start of the field within the record type
Field content
Error code
Error description
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Color key in column 1
Green =
Yellow =
Red =

without any errors
contains errors, but can be processed after correction
contains errors, the entire message has been rejected.

The test result is summed up in a statistical chart at the end of the error report.
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